FUTURE REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
The demand for transportation services
is directly related to an area’s demographic,
economic, and geographic characteristics.
By 2040, the Pikes Peak region will be home
to more than one million people. This chapter
examines possible growth scenarios and their
affects on the transportation system.
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CHAPTER FIVE

T

he demand for transportation services is
directly related to the demographic, economic, and geographic characteristics of an
area. The total demand for transportation
typically rises in proportion to increases in population,
employment, and improved economic conditions. As
an urban area expands, the numbers and lengths of individual trips increase, unless densities and mixed-use
developments increase at an equal or greater rate. Expanding population, employment, and urban area size,
along with improved economic conditions, result in an
increased need for transportation facilities and services. These include freight, roadway, transit, bicycle,
and pedestrian facilities, along with strategies intended to increase the efficient use of existing facilities.

Figure 5-1. 2010 and 2040 Regional Population by Cohort
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disaggregate the regional totals into the TAZs. The 2040 Small Area
Forecast was developed and reviewed in 2013 and 2014, and approved for use in the development of the 2040 Regional Transportation Plan by the PPACG Board of Directors on Feb. 12, 2014.
The regional employment and population projections were conducted within two constraints. First, the inputs needed to conform
to the transportation analysis zones of the transportation demand
model. Second, the forecast attempted to capture population and
employment location preferences that residents have demonstrated and are expected to continue in the future.

The Model
Many types of socioeconomic models exist. The disaggregation
methodology used for the 2040 Small Area Forecast was a collaborative process involving local land-use planners, economic development staff, transportation planners, school district representatives,
and other local organizations.
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By 2040, the Pikes Peak region will be home to over
one million people, growing by more than 350,000,
Thousands Population and Household Data
2010
2040
growth by cohort can be seen in Figure 5-1. In 2010,
•
Household population: the number of people in households, a
about 650,000 people lived in the region. One of the
subset
of the total population.
(U.S. Census data, commercial employment databases, etc.) and local planning
biggest changes is the increasing amount of people aged 65 and
knowledge. Once the Small Area Forecast is complete, it becomes a key input
• Total population in the small area forecast dataset is the sum of the houseover. The State Demographer also forecasts the number of jobs to
into the regional modeling system. This modeling system is used to assist in
hold population and the population in group quarters.
grow by more than 200,000 in the next 25 years.
the analysis of key criteria during development of the Regional Transportation
• Households are people, not buildings. They include all the people who
Plan. The complete forecast can be seen in Appendix D.
More people and jobs mean more trips to work, to shop, and for
occupy a single housing unit.
health and recreation. These trips will increase the demand on an
Background
• A housing unit is a house, an apartment, a mobile home, a group of rooms,
already strained transportation network. Proactive regional planor a single room occupied as separate living quarters. The occupants may
To project future transportation needs and confirm that the 2040 Regional
ning may be able to mitigate the potential issues on our regional
be a single family, one person living alone, two or more families living toTransportation Plan is consistent with anticipated growth patterns, PPACG antransportation system. PPACG uses macro-level forecasts from
gether, or any other group of related or unrelated people who share living
alyzed regional projections of population and employment and allocated them
the Colorado State Demography Office to create its Small Area
quarters.
into small sub-areas of the region, referred to as transportation analysis zones
Forecast, projecting where people might live and work so that
• Group quarters population is defined as all people not living in households.
(TAZs). There are 786 transportation analysis zones in the Colorado Springs
transportation investments will address anticipated issues.
Group quarters consist of institutionalized populations and non-institutionMetropolitan Statistical Area.
2040 SMALL AREA FORECAST
alized populations. Institutionalized populations include correctional instituThe regional population and employment control totals were developed by
tions, nursing homes and other institutions. Non-institutionalized includes
The Small Area Forecast occurs at the beginning of each update
the Colorado State Demography Office and adopted by PPACG’s Board of
college dormitories, military quarters and others.
of the Regional Transportation Plan and is updated at least every
Directors in February 2013 (Table 5-1). PPACG collaborated with local land-use
four years. The Small Area Forecast is a socioeconomic forecast
• People per household is a calculated value. This value is derived by dividing
planners, economic development staff, transportation planners, school district
for El Paso and Teller counties and uses the best available data
household population by the number of households.
representatives, and other local organizations interested in the forecast to
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Table 5-1. Regional Control Totals
Regional

2010

 Agriculture, forestry, and fishing

2015

Population
650,673
701,248
Civilian Employment
293,641
325,164
Military Employment
38,716
41,096
Total Employment
332,357
366,260
Teller County
Total Population
23,441
24,651
Total Employment
9,821
11,645
El Paso County
Total Population
627,232
676,597
Civilian Employment
283,820
313,519
Military Employment
38,716
41,096
Total Employment
322,536
354,615
Source: Colorado State Demography Office, November 2012

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

758,297
367,870
41,096
408,966

820,440
408,089
41,096
449,185

884,619
446,092
41,096
487,188

947,289
475,732
41,096
516,828

1,009,324
499,346
41,096
540,442

27,141
13,206

29,636
14,150

31,995
14,878

34,236
15,355

36,437
15,591

731,156
354,664
41,096
395,760

790,805
393,939
41,096
435,035

852,624
431,214
41,096
472,310

913,053
460,376
41,096
501,472

972,887
483,754
41,096
524,850

 Income #1 households are defined as households with an annual income
from all sources of $0 to $19,999
 Income #2: $20,000 to $39,999
 Income #3: $40,000 to $59,999
 Income #4: $60,000 to $99,999
 Income #5: $100,000 or more
Population control totals, seen in Table 5-1, by county used in the 2040 Small
Area Forecast were prepared by the Colorado State Demographer in November 2012.
The number of households and household income in 2010 were obtained at the
block level from the 2010 U.S. Census. (Blocks are statistical divisions of census
tracts, generally containing between 600 and 3,000 people.) The ratio of the
households within each of the five income categories was applied to all blocks
within each block group to divide households into each income category.
• The 2010 Census
• The actual facilities or their official websites for:
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 Construction
 Manufacturing
• Retail: SIC codes 50–59, which include wholesale and retail trades
• Service: SIC codes 40–49, 60–67, 70–89, and 91–99, which includes:
 Transportation

• Annual household incomes are divided into the following five categories:

Group quarters data for the base year (2010) was provided by:

 Mining

 Correctional facilities
 Colleges with dormitories
 Military facilities with barracks
The future group quarters populations were projected using a separate methodology that grows group quarters populations, with the exception of military
barracks, proportionately to the total population.
TAZs with military bases are treated differently from all other TAZs because
changes in military personnel are based upon actions of Congress rather than
market forces. Household and population numbers on military bases were obtained from economic impact studies and base/post representatives. On-base
populations and households are recorded for 2010 as reported, then using
2013 data (as available) incorporated to develop 2015 numbers, which are
held constant throughout the forecasting period.
Employment Data
Employment was divided into three civilian employment categories—basic,
retail, and service—using the Standard Industrial Classification system. All
divisions were done at the “Major Group,” or two-digit, level or above. There
is also one category to record active-duty military employment.
• Basic: SIC codes 01–39, which include:

 Communications
 Electric, gas, and sanitary services
 Public administration
 Finance, insurance, and real estate
 Health services
 Legal services
 Engineering, accounting, research, management, and related services
• Military: active-duty military personnel at Fort Carson, Cheyenne Mountain
Air Force Station (NORAD), Peterson Air Force Base, Schriever Air Force
Base, and the United States Air Force Academy.
Control totals for jobs used in the 2040 Small Area Forecast were provided at
the county level by the Colorado State Demographer. The Colorado State Demographer does not subdivide total jobs into the employment categories used
by PPACG. For these purposes a private data source was used.
School Enrollment
School enrollment is divided into three categories:
• K–8 enrollment: students enrolled in public and private schools in kindergarten through 8th grade
• High school enrollment: students enrolled in public and private schools in
9th–12th grades
• College enrollment: students enrolled in public and private postsecondary
educational institutions
School enrollment data was collected for 2010. Kindergarten through high
school enrollment was collected from the Colorado Department of Education.
Locations and capacities of future and expanded schools were provided by
school districts and developers. College enrollment was collected from the
educational facility or its official website.
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Figure 5-2. TAZ map of MSA
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The location of school enrollment is the location of the school, not the location of students’ residences. School enrollments were projected using a separate methodology that grows school enrollment numbers proportionately to
the total population. The projections were done at a TAZ level, not by individual school districts or schools. Known locations and capacities of future schools
and expansions of existing schools were used in the forecast to the extent that
they were available.

Figure 5-3. Historic and Forecast Employment and Population
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Small Area Forecast Task Force Membership
Land Use/Comprehensive Planners from:

Employment

El Paso County
Teller County
City of Colorado Springs
City of Cripple Creek
City of Fountain
City of Manitou Springs
City of Victor
City of Woodland Park
Town of Green Mountain Falls
Town of Monument
Town of Palmer Lake
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Scenario Planning
Scenario planning provided PPACG with a framework to reduce uncertainty
and examine the impacts of alternative plans and programs on the future of
our region. This information informs staff, stakeholders, decision-makers, and
the public about possible implications that come with different transportation-system investments. Scenarios, unlike projections, do not necessarily portray what we actually expect the future to look like. The aim of using scenarios

Table 5-2. Indicators by Scenario

200,000

is to introduce possibilities that overcome natural tendencies to:
• Be overconfident about personal judgments;
• Deny evidence that does not support our views;
• Overestimate our ability to influence events beyond our control;
• Discount possibilities that are hard to imagine;
• Give more weight to recent events;
• Underestimate uncertainties;
• Overstate the probability of desirable events.

2040
Indicator
Households in Active Transportation Corridors
Employees in Active Transportation Corridors
Acres of Conservation Areas Near High Volume Streets
Annual Residential Energy Consumption (mmbtu)
Annual Residential Water Use (1,000 gallons per year)
Acres of Single Family Households
Acres of Multi-family Households
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2010

Small Area
Forecast

Infill

Accelerated Trend

75,668
104,980
13,860
18,086,238
18,280,308
307,796
43,489

92,967
176,173
25,491
27,480,709
27,798,756
467,595
67,226

115,772
177,782
22,802
26,084,632
26,791,128
442,474
83,857

85,077
170,132
29,249
28,462,098
28,502,544
485,270
55,310

2040

2030

2020

2010

2000

0

Representatives from:
Colorado Springs Regional Business Alliance
1990

Historic and forecast population and employment for El Paso and Teller Counties is shown in Figure 5-3. Existing and forecast metropolitan-area household
and employment spatial distributions are shown in Figures 5-4 through 5-7.

400,000

1980

PPACG facilitated a collaborative process involving local land-use planners,
economic development staff, transportation planners, school district representatives, and other local organizations to disaggregate the regional totals into
the 786 Transportation Analysis Zones in the Colorado Springs Metropolitan
Statistical Area. The Small Area Forecast Task Force (see sidebar for the list of
members) met monthly from April 2013 to January 2014.

1970

Small Area Forecast Development Process

Colorado Springs Housing and Building Association
Colorado Springs Urban Renewal Authority
Colorado Springs Utilities
Council of Neighbors and Organizations
Pikes Peak Association of Realtors
Black Forest Land Use Committee
North El Paso County Coalition of Community Associations
Fountain Economic Development Commission
PPACG Community Advisory Committee
PPACG Military Impact Planning
Southern Teller County Economic Development Coalition
Academy School District No. 20
Calhan School District RJ-1
Cheyenne Mountain School District 12
Colorado Springs School District No. 11
Cripple Creek-Victor School District Re-1
Edison School District No. 54
Ellicott School District No. 22
Falcon School District No. 49
Fountain-Fort Carson School District 8
Hanover School District No. 28
Harrison School District No. 2
Lewis-Palmer School District No. 38
Manitou Springs School District No. 14
Miami-Yoder School District No. 60
Peyton School District No. 23
Widefield School District No. 3
Woodland Park School District No. Re-2
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Scenarios are most useful whenever it is necessary to stimulate new ways of
thinking about an uncertain and complex future. If the planning of human
behavior-related phenomena were more simple and predictable, we could use
straightforward projections based on current trends. Unfortunately, complexity and uncertainty are more characteristic of reality, making scenario planning
extremely beneficial. This is especially true when examining the complex relationships among land-use, transportation, environment, and the economy.
The point is not so much to have one scenario that gets it right, rather to have
a set of scenarios that illuminate the major forces driving the system, their
interrelationships and the critical uncertainties. The users can then sharpen
their focus on key environmental systems aided by new concepts and a richer
language system through which they exchange ideas and data.
Since 2004, the Federal Highway Administration has encouraged scenario planning as an enhancement to the traditional transportation planning
process. It helps decision-makers understand how demographic and land-use
changes could potentially impact transportation needs in the region.
The primary focus of PPACG’s scenario planning was using land-use development patterns as a set of changeable variables that impact transportation
needs and operations, rather than as static inputs to engineering analyses.
Analyzing alternative possibilities helps us understand how these resources
affect, and are affected by, transportation investments.

Alternative Scenarios
In an effort to actively engage a variety of stakeholders, PPACG hosted a Scenario Planning Workshop on May 6, 2014, where two scenarios (alternatives
to the adopted 2040 Small Area Forecast) were developed: infill, and accelerated trend. At the workshop, scenarios were modified based on input received
from participants.
As with any scenario-planning process, participants were reminded that the
different outcomes do not necessarily reflect desired outcomes. All scenarios
used the same region-wide control totals as those used in the 2040 Small Area
Forecast (Table 5-1). The scenarios simply took these region-wide numbers
and reallocated them based on the scenario.

Infill Scenario
The infill scenario (Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9) looks toward a future bringing
people and jobs back to already-developed urban areas, especially those areas
adjacent to existing and planned transit corridors. The added density along
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downtown transportation corridors assumed construction of a light rail, bus
rapid transit, or trolley system. In outlying areas, new low-density subdivisions were changed to clusters with higher density and more mixed-use areas.
These mixed use areas reduced the need for auto trips to go about many of
lifes daily trips.

Accelerated Trend Scenario
The accelerated trend scenario (Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11) looks toward
a future where growth continues at the periphery, as it has historically. This
scenario looks at lower-density development occurring in the urban periphery
with larger lots and more space between households and between households and jobs/shopping.

Scenarios and Transportation Impacts

development potential and transit use. In order to ensure that the transit system will attract enough riders, prospective users must be able to live close by,
preferably within half a mile. The only way to achieve this is with higher residential densities than those now found in the Pikes Peak region. This change
in development would not only benefit those living near the transit station
by offering them a convenient lifestyle, but would also benefit other neighborhoods by lowering traffic congestion, decreasing air pollution, and making
more efficient use of infrastructure, which helps tax dollars achieve more.
Pursuing a future development scenario that increases density will decrease
vehicle miles traveled, since compact development patterns shorten trip
distances. Density increases the viability of transit systems by concentrating
potential riders along routes and stops. Development policies that encourage
higher density are determined by municipal and regional governments.

After the scenarios were complete, different performance measures were
used to evaluate the direct, indirect, and tertiary transportation impacts each
scenario had relative to the adopted goals and objectives.

Transportation and Land Use
Land use and transportation planning are inextricably linked. At present, the
low-density development patterns in the Pikes Peak region require the use of
a vehicle for most of life’s normal daily activities.
Current land use patterns and new developments in the Pikes Peak region do
not have sufficient density to support effective regional transit service. New
residential developments are usually removed from activity centers, are highly
auto-dependent, and use a curvilinear street pattern that makes it both physically and financially difficult to provide even basic transit services. Compounding this is the possibility that areas currently lacking transit service often make
future transit use less attractive by neglecting sidewalks, bus shelters, and
other amenities.
Developments that take transit operations into account during design and
construction encourage increased transit use and make transit operations
more efficient. Combining compatible land uses and increasing densities complements and supports efficient transit, in addition to an overall reduction in
automobile reliance.
Encouraging compact, higher-density development and redevelopment of
existing communities along transit corridors is an important step in achieving
the public’s desire for better transit service throughout the region. The type
and form of residential development along transit corridors are key factors in
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Figure 5-4. Households per Acre in 2010
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Figure 5-5. SAF: Households per Acre in 2040
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Figure 5-6. Employment per Acre in 2010
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Figure 5-7. SAF: Employment per Acre in 2040
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Figure 5-8. Infill Scenario: Households per Acre in 2040
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Figure 5-9. Infill Scenario: Employment per Acre in 2040
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Figure 5-10. Accelerated Trend Scenario: Households per Acre in 2040
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Figure 5-11. Accelerated Trend Scenario: Employment per Acre in 2040
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